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Introduction 

Martin Luther and Desiderius Erasmus were publishing superstars in Europe by the end of the 

first quarter of the sixteenth century.  As we heard in the recently released movie, ‘A Return to 

Grace’, Luther’s writings accounted for nearly 25% of all published works in Europe.  Erasmus, 

while he may not have published as much, or had as many readers, was in a solid second place.  

Both men contributed to the necessary debates regarding church reform, government, and 

education.  Both were highly respected … and both were, at times, used against each other – 

even against themselves – to advance an agenda they had no intention of advancing. 

That last statement is especially true of their statement-answer-and-rebuttal work on the will of 

man after the fall into sin.  Erasmus, a man not inclined to harsh debate, found himself face to 

face with a German reformer who knew how to ‘bare knuckle rumble’ with his words.  Why 

would Erasmus jump into the fray?  We will survey Erasmus’ thought and some of what shaped 

it in a moment.  One of the major reasons Erasmus got involved is because those who wished to 

keep the Christian church free of division – and under the pope – asked that he write.  It wasn’t 

that Erasmus’ church always agreed with him, or that he was such a gifted dogmatician.  In fact, 

Rome often disagreed with Erasmus as much as Luther … but … Erasmus wanted what Rome 

wanted: peace (for Erasmus, that meant quiet debate to reform some abuses … for Rome, it 

meant power).  My take on these writings – and on the way they were used by others – is that 

Erasmus was sincere in what he wrote.  For Rome, he was a ‘useful idiot’ (idiot in the Greek 

sense: into his own things).  Erasmus was useful in defending Rome from Luther and the North 

German princes.  Erasmus defended Jerome, loved Origen, and bought into a form of semi-

pelagianism (maybe even a hyper-form).  He also urged Luther to tone it down, and, when 

Luther kept up the clamor, condemned the German reformer.  So, while Erasmus’ Diatribe 
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(discourse) on the Freedom of the Will would not pass muster for official Roman doctrine, it was 

still useful in refuting Luther. 

Luther’s answer to Erasmus’ Diatribe could also be misused (and it was).  Erasmus warned that 

there would be those who would use his position as license to sin.  Erasmus was right.  Sinful 

man looks for any excuse, even bending clear meanings to give himself license.  Recall the 

antinomian controversies which plagued the Reformation.  Erasmus was also concerned that 

religious unrest would hurt the peace of the church.  It happened (to which we reply, “Hurt or 

not, the Truth must be proclaimed!”).  With the marriage of church and state, Erasmus also saw 

that religious unrest could lead to political unrest.  Right again: recall Jesus’ words, “Do not 

think that I came to bring peace to the earth.  I did not come to bring peace, but a sword.  For I 

came to turn a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against 

her mother-in-law.  A man’s enemies will be the members of his own household.  Whoever loves 

father or mother more than me is not worthy of me, and whoever loves son or daughter more 

than me is not worthy of me.  Whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for 

my sake will find it” (Matthew 10:34-39 EHV). 

 

Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536) 

Desiderius Erasmus was born in Rotterdam on or about October 27, 1466 (I have come across 

October 28 … and years as late as 1469).  He was the second son of a priest, Roger Gerard, and a 

physician’s daughter, Margaret.  His parents were not married, a fact that Erasmus talks about in 

his writings with great regret.  He didn’t have the calm of hearth and home in the way his 

schoolmates had.  He was born in scandal – called illegitimate and worse – and throughout his 
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life, Erasmus longed to belong.  We can see that played out in Erasmus’ constant pleas for 

civility and peace between the many arguing factions of the 16th Century.   

Erasmus’ parents enrolled both boys in the school in Deventer run by the Brethren of the 

Common Life.  There, Erasmus leaned the ‘devotio moderna’, a popular reform movement 

calling for reformation through personal piety (although this movement also became popular in 

Germany, Luther’s Reformation spelled the death knell for German participation).  The devotio 

moderna would shape much of Erasmus’ theological underpinning.  For him, the reformation 

needed to be about behavior, and not so much about doctrine.  Doctrine meant arguments and 

disunity.  Even the Church Fathers had haggled over doctrine.  The one thing no one should be 

able to argue against is pious living. 

Erasmus’ parents died from plague when he was about 18.  The boys moved on to another 

Brethren school which stressed classical languages.  Here, Erasmus found himself at home.  For 

the rest of his life, he was, academically speaking, first and foremost a philologist (he used the 

term for himself).  Holland had also been touched by the more secular humanism of the 

Renaissance.  This gave impetus to the subject of Latin in the schools.  This also opened the 

world of Greek classics to a budding scholar like Erasmus.  In the practice of the devotio 

moderna, the study of traditional Catholicism, and the emphasis on the classics coupled with the 

man-centered emphasis of the Renaissance, Erasmus emerged as a … well, as a mess (as Luther 

will quickly grasp from Erasmus’ ‘Freedom of the Will’).   

In 1487, Erasmus entered the Augustinian monastery at Steyn (now ‘Stein’ in the modern 

province of South Holland).  A year later, he made his monastic vows.  Although it was ‘against 

the rules’ for illegitimate sons to be priests, Erasmus was ordained in 1492 (the first of many 
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papal dispensations given to Erasmus).  Erasmus was unhappy as a priest.  His duties gave him 

little time for reading.  He had entered the monastery at Steyn mostly because it had a great 

library.  So, in another papal dispensation, Erasmus was set free to study in Paris (another center 

of Renaissance thought).  Through these dispensations, Erasmus would become a world traveler 

and visiting scholar … from Holland to France to England and the Court of Henry VIII.  He 

would meet and ally with popes and those who became popes (which certainly ‘paid off’ for his 

travels and freedom to study). 

While Erasmus would say he was a thorough-going Catholic, he often did not completely 

subscribe to his church’s teachings … or to its leaders.  His humanist leanings often put him 

outside catholic teaching … and, even though he had papal friends and allies, he wasn’t above 

calling out a pope (sometimes publicly, as he did when Julius II made war on his own Italian 

cities … sometimes in veiled reference under an assumed name).   

Still, Erasmus tried to hold the middle ground in this time of social, political and religious 

change.  He was no great fan of Luther’s theology, but still sent a private letter to Luther’s prince 

urging him to protect the young monk after his excommunication. Yet, his theology was worlds 

away from that of the Bible and of Luther.  Erasmus saw the need to reform behavior, even apart 

from first reforming teaching.  His emphasis was anthropological – man centered, and seeing 

man as able to reform himself, an idea as old as the Garden, and a popular tenet of the 

Renaissance.  He would grant men like Luther the possibility of their ideas, by way of avoiding 

an argument … as long as they would grant the same.  They did not. 

In the end, try as he might to compromise, stay out of the argument, or get both sides (Lutheran 

and Catholic) to quiet down a bit, both sides saw Erasmus as an enemy.  As Erasmus opened his 
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Diatribe (scholarly discourse) on the Freedom of the Will, he needed to write to his readers who 

thought that, because of his seeming equivocation, he might be a closet Lutheran … and to 

Luther and those who supported the German reformer, lest they see Erasmus as another Roman 

enemy:  

“I have never sworn allegiance to the words of Luther.  Nobody should therefore  

consider it unseemly if I should openly disagree with him, if nothing else, as one  

man from another.  It is therefore by no means an outrage to dispute over one of his 

dogmas, especially not, if one, in order to discover truth, confronts Luther with calm  

and scholarly arguments” (Winter 11-12). 

Luther was so frustrated with this constant theme of peace at all costs in Erasmus’ writing, that 

he fired back: 

 In short, your words amount to this, that it matters little to you what anyone believes 

 anywhere, as long as the peace of the world is undisturbed (Winter 109). 

From what I have read, Rome agreed. 

 

Martin Luther (1483-1546) 

Martin Luther was born in Eisleben, Saxony, Germany, on November 10, 1483, to Hans and 

Margaret Luther.  Martin may have had as many as eight siblings, but, as was sadly common for 

the time, only one brother and three sisters lived to adulthood.  Martin’s parents came from 

peasant stock, but business was booming in Eisleben, and Hans was able, first to manage a 

copper mine, and later to  own several small mines.  Luther characterized his early family life as 

generally happy even though his father’s discipline measures could be harsh (Luther would use 

gentler measures with his own children). 
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Like Erasmus, Luther was schooled in the devotio moderna of the Brethren of the Common Life 

(the movement had spread from its roots in Holland into Germany).  I find it interesting that, in 

Erasmus’ case, the opinio legis and pietistic teachings of that movement helped to shape even 

more of the same, while in Luther’s case, it became a part of what bothered the young man (an 

inability to live a truly pious life both outwardly and inwardly). 

The Luther family had high hopes for Martin.  The practice of law held the promise of upward 

mobility in an emerging middle class.  At first, Martin was happy to comply and enrolled at the 

University of Erfurt where he received a baccalaureate degree in 1502 and a master’s degree in 

1505.  1505 proved to be an eventful year. 

Luther’s interest in religion and faith had been growing all along (piqued in 1503-1505 by a 

dangerous accident and the death of a dear friend), but it was in 1505 that Luther was caught in a 

severe thunderstorm which threatened his life.  He pledged to St Anne that, if he were to survive, 

he would see that as a call to leave his studies and serve God as a monk.  Luther survived, and, 

true to his vow (rash and misdirected as it was), left his studies, gave the disappointing news to 

his father and entered the Augustinian order at Erfurt … all within two weeks.  Several of the 

authors I read while preparing this paper noted that, while Erasmus entered the Augustinian 

order to find knowledge, Luther entered to ‘save his soul’.  One was about increasing his 

knowledge.  The other sought a peace from God that the world did not offer (neither did his 

church). 

There is so much more to say about Luther’s development – about the events and studies that 

God used to shape the reformer and bring him to a knowledge of the truth.  For the sake of this 

paper, I think it is enough to say that both Erasmus and Luther emerged from their early studies 
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as … well, as a mess.  Luther was less affected by Renaissance humanism (generally true of 

Germany).  Luther’s confessor, while he would release Luther from his monastic vows (as 

Erasmus had also been granted), gave Martin life-changing advice.  The peace Martin Luther 

sought was not found in man, but in God.  Martin needed to put his eyes on the Scriptures.  His 

confessor, Johann Staupitz did Luther another favor: Father Staupitz kept the young Luther busy 

… lecturing on the Scriptures … and those Scriptures would give birth to a reformer and a truly 

blessed reformation (one that would touch minds, but, more importantly, souls). 

 

The Freedom … or … The Bondage … of the Will 

Although Erasmus’ ‘Freedom of the Will’ did not appear in print until 1524, Martin Luther’s 

Heidelberg Theses, written in 1518, prompted Erasmus to question Luther.  Beginning that year, 

Erasmus began to correspond with Luther regarding what Erasmus saw as dangerous attacks on 

the church Catholic.  It was Luther’s 13th Thesis (Heidelberg) that became the spark for what 

would become Erasmus’ Diatribe on the human will:  

 Free will, after the fall, exists in name only, and as long as it does what it is able to  

do, it commits a mortal sin (bookofconcord.org, tab ‘1518 Heidelberg  

Disputation’). 

Erasmus read this (rightly) as an ‘attack’ on Rome’s teaching, semi-pelagianism: a compromise 

between Pelagians: man effects his own salvation … and Augustine: by grace alone.  Thus, semi-

pelagianism: Catholicism teaches that the beginning of faith involves an act of free will, that the 

initiative comes from God, but requires free collaboration on the part of man: 

The fatherly action of God is first on his own initiative, and then follows man’s free 

acting through his collaboration (Catechism of the Catholic Church 2008). 
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Since the initiative belongs to God in the order of grace, no one can merit the initial  

grace of forgiveness and justification, at the beginning of conversion.  Moved by the 

Holy Spirit and by charity, we can then merit for ourselves and for others the graces 

needed for our sanctification, for the increase of grace and charity, and for the  

attainment of eternal life (Catechism of the Catholic Church 2010). 

 

Freedom of the Will: Preface and Introduction 

Erasmus began his Diatribe (Discourse) with an objection to Luther’s ‘assertions’ – Luther’s 

theses on free will in the Heidelberg Theses and other writings where Luther claimed truth for 

his statements (on the basis of Scripture) … and that contrary statements were either wrong or 

misleading.  Among the scholars of Luther’s day, particularly among the humanists such as 

Erasmus, Luther had already committed a foul in the process of debate.  To Erasmus and his ilk, 

each party should simply state his position and his ‘proofs’ without the claim of absolute truth 

(sound familiar?):  

 In fact, so far am I from delighting in “assertions” that I would readily take refuge in  

the opinion of the Skeptics, wherever this is allowed by the inviolable authority of the 

Holy Scriptures and by the decrees of the Church, to which I everywhere submit my  

personal feelings, whether I grasp what it prescribes or not (Rupp 37). 

Martin Luther rightly saw this as so much more than just a philosophical debate.  This was not a 

game.  Luther answered his opponent:  

 It is not the mark of a Christian mind to take no delight in assertions; on the contrary, 

 a man must delight in assertions or he will be no Christian.  And by assertion – in  

order that we may not be misled by words – I mean a constant adhering, affirming,  

confessing, maintaining, and an invincible persevering; nor, I think, does the word 

mean anything else either as used by the Latins or by us in our time (LW:AE 33, p.19-

20). 
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 Note: Luther became frustrated with Erasmus’ refusal to define terms (Erasmus said he wanted 

to ‘keep an open mind’ … Winter 13). 

Erasmus defended his dislike of powerful truth claims that deny counter claims by asserting (J) 

that the Scriptures are unclear in some things, therefore we should not be so quick to assert.  To 

assert too loudly (as Erasmus thought Luther was doing), is to “harm Christian concord more 

than it helps piety” (Winter 13).  Notice two things: concord among men is more important than 

clear doctrine … and, piety (sanctification) is primary for Erasmus (how you live is more 

important than what you believe).   

Luther answered … regarding the clarity of Scripture:  

 I admit that many passages in Scriptures are obscure and abstruse.  But that is due to 

 our ignorance of certain terms and grammatical particulars, and not to the majesty 

 of the subject.  This ignorance does not in any way prevent us from knowing all the  

 contents of Scriptures … God is Trinity and Unity … Christ suffered for us and will  

reign forever … it is absurd and impious to say that things are obscure, because of 

a few obscure words, when you know the contents of Scriptures being set in the  

clearest light.  And if the words are obscure in one place, yet they are clear in  

another (Winter 109-110). 

Luther then moves on to the doctrine being discussed: when it comes to the discussion of man’s 

will, especially in the area of the cause of salvation, “We have no common ground” (Winter 

110).  Luther became so frustrated with Erasmus trying to play both sides against the middle – 

that we can’t know for sure what man’s will can do, but it makes sense that it can do something – 

that Luther left the Latin behind, exclaiming the only German words in his ‘Bondage of the 

Will’, “Erasmus, Das ist zu viel” (That is too much!).  Luther judged correctly when he pointed 

out that not even Rome agreed with Erasmus here (and in many other places).  The only reason 
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Rome didn’t censure Erasmus was that he was attacking a common enemy, Luther (‘The enemy 

of my enemy is my friend’ … ancient proverb). 

Erasmus opined that, if man has no free will to cooperate in his salvation – if God must do it all – 

if man cannot propitiate God (works of satisfaction) – then the best thing theologians could do 

for the sake of piety would be to sit down and shut up (while Erasmus seldom spoke so 

pointedly, throughout his various writings to or about Luther, this is his prevailing attitude).  

Erasmus saw obligatory confession as a curb against moral turpitude, and therefore, necessary.  

We might say that Erasmus was willing to tolerate a bit of error (especially in what he 

considered a ‘minor’ item), rather than risk bad behavior.  He asks the rhetorical question as to 

who would ever endeavor to reform his life if it was not in his ability to do so (a question Luther 

will answer). 

Luther answered the Dutchman in pointed language: 

 You denounce the common people, because in their depravity they abuse the  

preaching of freedom from confession and satisfaction for their own carnal 

liberty.  And now you say that the necessity of making confession constrains  

them to some extent … why with this reasoning you bring upon us the  

universal tyranny of the papal laws as useful and wholesome, because by them  

also the depravity of the common people is restrained … but their conscience  

must not be fettered by false laws, and thereby be tormented for sins … for  

consciences are bound by the law of God alone (Winter 112). 

Luther also brought in the doctrine of the two kingdoms when he told Erasmus that it is the 

business of the princes to restrain moral turpitude by laws and the sword.  To the point of 

keeping quiet about such things, even if true, lest people run wild: 

 Truth and doctrine must be preached always, openly and constantly, and never 
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 accommodated or concealed … who has empowered you or given you the 

 right to bind Christian doctrine to places, persons, times, or causes when Christ 

 wills it to be proclaimed and to reign throughout the world … you see again  

how rashly you run counter to the Word of God, as if you much prefer your  

own ideas and counsels (LW:AE 33, p.56). 

And … 

 These truths are published for the sake of the elect that they may be humbled  

 and brought down to nothing and so be saved.  The rest resist this humiliation. 

 They condemn the teaching of self-desperation.  They wish to have left a little  

something that they may do themselves.  Secretly they continue proud, and  

enemies of the grace of God (Winter 115). 

Although Erasmus asked a rhetorical question – If the power to not sin does not exist in natural 

man, who would ever endeavor to reform his life – Luther answered: 

 You say, Who will endeavor to reform his life?  I answer: Nobody!  No man 

 can!  God has no time for your self-reformers, for they are hypocrites.  The  

elect who fear God will be reformed by the Holy Spirit (Winter 115). 

Then, Luther comes to what the Bible says about the will of man: 

 In short, if we are under the god of this world, away from the work and Spirit 

 of the true God, we are held captive to his will, as Paul says to Timothy  

[II Tim. 2:26], so that we cannot will anything but what he wills … But if a  

Stronger One comes who overcomes him and takes us as His spoil, then  

through His Spirit we are again slaves and captives – though this is royal 

freedom – so that we readily will and do what he wills.  Thus the human will 

is placed between the two like a beast of burden.  If God rides it, it wills and 

goes where God wills, as the psalm says: “I am become as a beast [before  

thee] and I am always with thee” [Ps. 73:22 f.].  If Satan rides it, it wills and 

goes where Satan wills; nor can it choose to run to either of the two riders or 

to seek him out, but the riders themselves contend for the possession and  
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control of it (LW:AE 33, p. 65-66). 

As you may have already noticed, especially if you have recently read Luther’s ‘Bondage of the 

Will’ (De Servo Arbitrio), Luther has already played most of his cards (the reason I have 

included so many quotes from this section of both men’s work): 

Thus I might here have concluded the whole of this free will discussion.   

Even the testimony of my adversaries is for me and against themselves … 

But as Paul commands us to stop the mouths of vain talkers, let now  

proceed to the disputation proper, handling the subject in the order in  

which the Diatribe proceeds: we will first confute the arguments which  

are brought forward in support of free will; secondly, we shall defend  

our own arguments that are being attacked; finally, we shall contend for 

the grace of God against free will (Winter 121). 

With Luther’s outline in mind, we proceed to the body of both works.  Since Luther has well set 

out his argument in the preceding section, I will give more of a synopsis here than an analysis. 

 

Part One: Refutation of Erasmus’ Arguments for Free Will 

Erasmus defined free will as ‘the power of the human will whereby man can apply or turn away 

from that which leads unto eternal salvation’.  Erasmus set out to prove his assertion by 

Scripture, even though his chief passage would be from Ecclesiaticus1, and even though he knew 

Luther rejected the Deutero-canonicals (Apocrypha), just as the Jews had done at Jamnia 

centuries before (Erasmus himself admitted that the Jews had not included the book in  

1 Ecclesiasticus 15:14-18: “It was he (the Lord) who created mankind in the beginning, and he left him 
 in the power of his own choice.  If you desire, you will keep the commandments, and to act faithfully  
 is a matter of choice.  He has placed before you fire and water: stretch out your hand for whichever 
 you wish.  Life and death are in front of people, and whichever one chooses will be given to him.   
 For great is the wisdom of the Lord; he is mighty in power and sees everything” (Engelbrecht 93-94). 
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their canon of the Old Testament, but that the Catholic Church had accepted it).  This would 

have been problematic enough, but, true to Roman form, Erasmus also set side by side with 

‘Scripture’ the authority of the Church Fathers, particularly Jerome and Origen (Luther rightly 

saw that both wrote heresy).  Erasmus attacked Luther’s assertion that the Scriptures are clear 

since so many of the Church Fathers had stumbled over this same question.  Certainly, Erasmus 

argued, no layman would find the Scriptures clear … that “we can assume with greater 

probability that God communicated his Spirit to those who have been ordained” (Winter 23).  

Erasmus also opined that so many people were submitting their books as if they were on equal 

footing with the ‘sacred books’ handed down from the great men of the church (a backhanded 

way of denigrating Luther’s works).  If the Holy Spirit had not inspired these great men over the 

last 1300 years, what makes Luther think he has the Spirit? 

Luther begins, where Erasmus did, with a definition of free will.  Luther’s command of logic 

always astounds me.  I do not think so clearly.  Luther called Erasmus’ definition ‘bare’.  

Erasmus did not explain any of the parts of his definition leaving much open to interpretation.  

Luther asked his opponent if this might be because Erasmus feared ‘more shipwrecks than one’ 

(Winter 123).  Consequently, Luther will spill a lot of ink defining the terms for the Dutchman.  

Luther picks apart the definition word by word to show his opponent that he hasn’t said much at 

all – that any scholarly opponent would have trouble debating him, since he did not succinctly 

define his terms (Luther made the comment that the Sophists called such a weak definition 

‘vicious’ since it failed to fully cover the things thing defined.  Luther even called Erasmus’ 

judgment here carelessness and ‘sleepy stupidity’ – not an uncommon mode of attack in the 

debate conventions of the time).  Certainly, man has free will in certain areas (temporal things, 
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e.g. what he might eat, where he might live, etc.), but ascribing to man’s free will regarding the 

things of God goes too far … way too far: 

 On the authority of Erasmus, then, free choice is a power of the will that is able 

 of itself to will and unwill the word and work of God, by which it is led to those  

things which exceed both its grasp and perception.  But if it can will and unwill, 

then it can also love and hate, and if it can love and hate, it can also in some  

small degree do the works of the law and believe the gospel … Now, in that case,  

since the works of God which lead to salvation include death, the cross, and all 

the evils of the world, the human will must be able to will both death and its own 

perdition.  Indeed, it can will everything when it can will the word and work of  

God; for how can there be anything anywhere that is below, above, within, or 

without the word and work of God, except God himself?  …This plainly means  

attributing divinity to free choice, since to will the law and the gospel, to unwill 

sin and to will death, belongs to divine power alone, as Paul says in more than  

one place (LW:AE 33, p.106-107, emphasis mine). 

Although Erasmus claimed he would expose Luther’s denial of free will by the Scriptures, he did 

not … use Scripture … or successfully refute Luther.  Luther called him on it.  Luther rightly 

accused Erasmus of elevating human reason to the level of God’s Word (something that should 

not surprise us given the Renaissance’s influence over Erasmus’ thinking).  With reason, 

Erasmus claims to understand the hidden things of God.  That prompted Luther to discuss ‘God 

Preached’ and ‘God Hidden’ (best explained by Deuteronomy 29:29: “The secret things belong 

to the LORD our God, but the things that are revealed belong to us and to our children forever” 

(ESV)).  What God has revealed to us in his Word is what he wants us to know … about him, 

our salvation, and the will of man.  However, God does not equal the Scriptures, that is, his word 

cannot contain all that he is.  There are some things too high for us (Isaiah 55).  There are some 

things he has not revealed to us, nor could we benefit from knowing them … and yet, the whole 
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world has heard the serpent’s song from the Garden, “You shall be like God,” and many have 

offered opinions – even made doctrines – on what they claim to know beyond the revelation of 

God’s Book. 

 

Part Two: Refutation of Erasmus’ Use of Scripture 

An obvious flaw we can see in Erasmus’ use of Scripture (we see it all around us today), is the 

confusion of law and gospel and which passages are in the realm of justification and those of 

sanctification.  Erasmus asks Luther, “Why would God say, ‘Choose life’ (Deuteronomy 30), 

and issue all sorts of other commands to Israel – and to God’s New Testament people 

(spiritual/true Israel) – if people were not free to act on them?  And … isn’t God then cruel if he 

asks what man cannot in some way will to fulfill?  And … doesn’t a conditional ‘if’ presuppose 

that the ‘then’ is bound to follow?  And … doesn’t an imperative expect that action will follow?”  

Luther addressed the imperative as only being what God commands whether or not people 

can/do act.  The conditional ‘if’ is law and remains an offer of law even if it cannot be met by 

man.  Luther summarizes: 

 In the New Testament the gospel is preached.  This is nothing else than the word 

 that offers the Spirit and grace for the remission of sins, obtained for us by Christ 

 crucified.  It is entirely free, given through the mere mercy of God the Father,  

thus favoring us unworthy creatures who deserve damnation rather than anything  

else.  After this follow exhortations.  They are intended to animate those who are  

already justified and have obtained mercy to be diligent in the fruits of the Spirit 

and of the righteousness given them … Christians … are not led by a free will,  

but are driven by the Spirit of God, as Romans 8:14 tells us.  To be driven is  

not to act or do oneself.  But we are seized as a saw or an axe is handled by a  

carpenter (Winter 126, emphasis mine). 
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Since I have used so much of Ernst Winter’s book in this paper, I’ll take a moment to comment 

on this chapter of his book (chapter 4), and his work in general.  In the end notes for this chapter, 

Winter comments, “The major portion of this chapter in Luther is a detailed analysis of many 

scriptural passages.  These have been omitted here” (p. 130).  I don’t mind that he omitted the 

discussion of the verses.  We can find those in Luther’s Works and other sources.  On the other 

hand, that omission does fit the general tenor of Winter’s book (in my opinion).  He seems to 

side with Erasmus against Luther since Erasmus’ arguments are more reasoned and less 

encumbered with exegesis … a common thread in many works and online sources I consulted.  

Exegesis is a hallmark of Lutheran apologetics: it’s not so important what Luther says, but what 

Scripture says. 

In keeping with Erasmus’ misuse of Scripture (and with his love of both secular and church 

classics), the Dutch humanist saw many of the words of Holy Writ as figures of speech and 

allegories (recall that, at first, so did Luther, since this was how the church’s scholars of that age 

were taught to see the Bible).  However, a part of good exegesis is to understand that Scripture 

interprets Scripture.  God tells us what he means … and “the Scriptures cannot be broken” (John 

10:35).  Interpreting passages which seem to us difficult or ‘less clear’ rests on looking at other 

passages speaking of the same things in what, to us, is clearer language.  This high view of 

God’s Word was a gift from God restored to us in the Reformation.  As Luther wrote:  

 We should adhere everywhere to the simple, pure and natural meaning of the  

 words, according to the rules of grammar and the habits of speech which God 

 has given unto men … for me this is a serious cause.  I want to be as certain  

about the truth as I can, in order to settle men’s consciences (Winter 131). 
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Part Three: Luther’s Summary and Conclusion 

As Luther prepared to close his De Servo Arbitrio, he once more went back to God’s Word ... to 

Paul in Romans 3: “But now a righteousness from God, apart from the law, has been made 

known, to which the Law and the Prophets testify.  This righteousness from God comes through 

faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe.  There is no difference, for all have sinned and fall short 

of the glory of God, and are justified freely by his grace through the redemption that came by 

Christ Jesus.  God presented him as a sacrifice of atonement, through faith in his blood” (verses 

21-25a NIV 1984).    These verses Luther called ‘thunderbolts against free will’. 

While Luther uses these verses to clinch once and for all the debate with Erasmus (God gets the 

final word), Luther returns to his pastoral tone.  Not having the kind of free will Erasmus 

described is something wonderful and supremely comforting: 

 Now that God has put my salvation out of the control of my own will and put it  

 under the control of His, and has promised to save me, not according to my  

effort or running, but … according to His own grace and mercy, I rest fully 

assured that He is faithful and will not lie to me, and that moreover He is great  

and powerful, so that no devils and no adversaries can destroy Him or pluck  

me out of His hand … I am certain that I please God, not by the merit of my 

works, but by reason of His merciful favor promised to me.  So that, if I  

work too little or badly, He does not impute it to me, but, like a father,  

pardons me and makes me better.  This is the glorying which all the saints  

have in their God (Winter 139). 

My dear Erasmus, I beg you now for Christ’s sake to do at last as you  

promised; for you promised you would willingly yield to anyone who  

taught you better … I praise and commend you highly … that, unlike all 

the rest, you have attacked the real issue … You and you alone have seen 

the question on which everything else hinges … for which I sincerely  

thank you (LW:AE 33, p.294). 
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Then, after assuring Erasmus that he has failed to win the debate over his German adversary J –

that Erasmus has been unequal to the task and that he would do better, if he cannot learn these 

things, to stick with his own special gifts (language … erudition) – Luther closes: 

 But may the Lord, whose cause this is, enlighten you and make you a  

vessel for honor and glory.  Amen (LW:AE 33, p.295) 

 

Retrospect 

In a sense, and in Erasmus’ mind, Luther violated a principle of debate widely accepted in his 

day: that men who held opposing viewpoints should first lay out the defense of their own 

argument without attacking the opponent’s arguments.  Martin might have argued that he had 

already complied with that convention in his Assertion on man’s will (and in many of his other 

books and pamphlets).  Scholars who read both men expected each man to first present a 

systematic exposition.  Luther ‘violated’ that convention by taking on Erasmus point-by-point 

rather than present his own view point by point. 

 

Erasmus was hurt by what he saw as a personal attack rather than a measured response that 

would only bolster Luther’s assertions.  But, conventions aside, a part of Luther’s pointed 

response was care for a brother’s soul.  As Luther wrote in his Bondage of the Will: 

 You make it clear that this peace and tranquility of the flesh are to you more 

 important than faith, conscience, salvation, the Word of God, the glory of 

 Christ and God himself.  Therefore, let me tell you, and I beg you to let it  

sink deep into your mind, I am concerned with a serious, vital and eternal 

verity, yes such a fundamental one, that it ought to be maintained and  

defended at the cost of life itself … May Christ grant, I for one desire and  

hope so, that your heart may not be, as your words certainly imply, in  
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agreement with Epicurus, concerning the Word of God and the future life 

to be mere stories … It is constantly the case with the Word of God that  

because of it, the world is thrown into confusion.  Christ openly declares: 

“I come not to send peace but a sword” (Matthew 10:34) … the world and  

its god cannot and will not bear the Word of the true God.  And the true 

God cannot and will not keep silence … therefore, to wish to silence this 

turmoil is really to want to hinder the Word of God and stop its course … 

I am sorry that I find it necessary to teach so great a theologian as yourself 

these things like a schoolboy, when you ought to be a teacher of others 

(Winter 113). 

Luther was rightly happy with his De Servo Arbitrio … so much so that, in a letter to Wolfgang 

Capito, Luther wrote, “Regarding (the plan) to collect my writings in volumes, I am quite cool 

and not at all eager about it because, roused by a Saturnian hunger, I would rather see them all 

devoured.  For I acknowledge none of them to be really a book of mine, except perhaps the one 

On the Bondage of the Will and the Catechism” (LW:AE 33, p.172-173 … note ‘Saturnian 

hunger’: from Greek mythology … Saturn devoured most of his children). 

 

Who won the debate? 

The answer to that question lies in the metric we use.  In Erasmus’ mind, he clearly won since 

Luther violated the rules of scholarly debate.  We would side with Luther, since this was no 

debate meet.  God’s Word was being pushed to the side, human reason was taking center stage, 

and this put souls in danger! 

Who won the debate in the minds of both Erasmus’ and Luther’s 16th Century readers?  The 

answer is the same as I gave above.  The Lutherans rejoiced in Luther.  Nearly all the rest of 

Europe rejoiced in Erasmus.   
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… But … the debate is still alive today.  We hear it from our own people – some lifelong 

Lutherans – who will answer the question of why some are saved and not others: “Free will.”  

Even if people may have it right in their hearts, Erasmus’ vocabulary survives in Lutheran 

churches (and how many times has Reformed or humanist vocabulary led to sloppy theology and 

outright denial of the truth?). 

While we usually don’t hear Erasmus’ name connected to Billy Graham and the rest of the 

Arminian crowd (‘decision theology’), they make virtually the same claims Erasmus did (and 

need to be answered as Luther did).  I have always found it fascinating that those who say Luther 

didn’t go far enough in his reforms – that we are still too Catholic – have circled back into 

Rome’s error of championing human cooperation for our salvation.  I shouldn’t be so surprised.  

What is that idea but natural religion?  The religion of man is anthropocentric not theocentric: 

“the mindset of the sinful flesh is hostile to God, since it does not submit to God’s law, and in 

fact, it cannot” (EHV 227). 

 

Finally… 

It’s been a few years since I was a seminary student.  Even so, I think I would recall reading 

Luther’s ‘Bondage of the Will’, but, I really don’t remember it.  I imagine I skimmed it for a 

class, or maybe read someone else’s synopsis of it.  After this assignment, I can honestly say I 

am sorry I missed it.  O, it’s not an easy read in any translation I’ve come across … but, it’s full 

of wisdom that makes my Christian heart thank God for such a work.  While Luther did not 

intend his ‘Bondage of the Will’ to serve as a systematic presentation of Bible doctrine, most of 

the Catechism is there: justification by grace alone through faith alone through Jesus alone 

revealed to us in the Scriptures alone … sanctification powered in the converted heart by the 
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gospel … all three articles of the Creed are mentioned in their proper context … the priesthood 

of all believers has a prominent place … and on it goes.  As I both read and listened to Luther’s 

sweet work, I kept hearing his other works … and many Bible verses (you can find a free 

translation for your listening pleasure at librivox.org).  What a wonderful review of what we 

believe, teach and confess!  What a way to celebrate the 500th anniversary of the Reformation! 

 

SDG 

October 16, 2017 
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